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Dance on My Grave

1995

hal s summer affair with barry goldman ends tragically when hal discovers he is
much more committed to the relationship than his friend

Dance on My Grave

1995

life and death ino two parts one hundred and seventeen bits six running reports
and a fiasco now and then to help the story along this is hal robinson s own
story of one extraordinary summer in his seaside town

Go to My Grave

2018-10-23

from catriona mcpherson the agatha award winning author of quiet neighbors
comes a clever spine tingling standalone gothic thriller go to my grave is both a
classic country house mystery and a thriller atmospheric with mind bending
twists a narrator who may or may not be reliable and an ending that will take
your breath away and leave you astonished louise penny donna weaver has put
everything she has into restoring the breakers an old bed and breakfast on a
remote stretch of beach in galloway now it sits waiting freshly painted richly
furnished filled with flowers for the first guests to arrive but donna s guests a
contentious group of estranged cousins soon realize that they ve been here
before years ago decades have passed but that night still haunts them a
sixteenth birthday party that started with peach schnapps and ended with a girl
walking into the sea each of them had made a vow of silence lock it in a box
stitch my lips and go to my grave but now someone has broken the pact amid the
home baked scones and lavish rooms someone is playing games locking boxes
stitching lips and before the weekend is over at least one of them will go to
their grave

Dancing on My Grave

1988

this beautiful and moving poem by an unknown author was left by a soldier
killed in ulster to all my loved ones this special edition sensitively illustrated
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with delicate drawings by paul saunders is intended as a lasting keepsake for
those mourning a loved one

Do Not Stand at My Grave and Weep

1996

a self taught artist s odyssey from jim crow era georgia to the yale art
gallery a stunningly vivid full color memoir in prose and painted leather with a
foreword by equal justice initiative founder bryan stevenson winfred rembert
grew up as a field hand on a georgia plantation he embraced the civil rights
movement endured political violence survived a lynching and spent seven years in
prison on a chain gang years later seeking a fresh start at the age of 52 he
discovered his gift and vision as an artist and using leather tooling skills he
learned in prison started etching and painting scenes from his youth rembert s
work has been exhibited at museums and galleries across the country profiled in
the new york times and more and honored by bryan stevenson s equal justice
initiative in chasing me to my grave he relates his life in prose and paintings vivid
confrontational revelatory complex scenes from the cotton fields and chain
gangs of the segregated south to the churches and night clubs of the urban
north this is also the story of finding epic love and with it the courage to
revisit a past that begs to remain buried as told to tufts philosopher erin i
kelly

Chasing Me to My Grave

2023-09-12

when lester desjarlais a young ojibwa boy took his own life what began as a
routine inquiry into yet another native suicide grew into a wide ranging
examination not only of his community but of the larger society which failed to
save him the 1991 inquest into his death scheduled to last a day broadened into
one of the longest in manitoba s history uncovering a tragic story of abuse
family suffering and finally tragedy the author of this book a journalist for the
winnipeg free press covered the inquest

Flowers on My Grave

1997

young housewife daisy harker s world is upended when a blank spot in her memory
and a reoccurring nightmare link her to an unsolved murder and a decades old
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conspiracy jim and daisy harker are a young well to do couple in san felice
california and though childless they maintain the sort of domestic happiness
that others can only aspire to but a darkness exists at the outer edges of
daisy s mind and she has no idea why it s there in a series of reoccurring
nightmares she wanders a cemetery eventually finding her own gravestone
according to the dream december 2nd 1955 is the day she died street smart but
honorable stevens pinata is a man with his own mysteries an orphan left on a
church doorstep as a child he isn t even certain of his ethnicity let alone his
goals in life as a private investigator he works with bail bonds and quick
shakedowns but when a pretty young woman like daisy harker comes into his
office with a crazy request to find her lost day he is intrigued he is too decent
to take advantage of a crazy woman but mr harker is a wealthy man and who is
pinata to turn down money what unfolds is a masterpiece of suspense and one of
the books that forever changed the domestic thriller millar s razor sharp prose
cuts a masterful plot and slashes at the racism sexism and entitlement endemic
to an era otherwise celebrated for its prosperity

A Stranger in My Grave

2016-02-09

in breaktime ditto challenges morgan to prove that literature is crap and
triggers off a chain of events to alter his outlook of life forever ditto faces a
series of charges from morgan against literature that all fiction is done finished
dead a sham and a pretence he undertakes faithfully to record a life in the week
of ditto with all the chaos of reality thrown in and his literary creation
reveals more about himself than he originally bargained for in dance on my grave
life in his seaside town is uneventful for hal robinson nothing unusual exciting
or odd ever happens to him until now that is until the summer of his 16th
birthday when he reaches a crossroads of choices in life he foolishly takes a
friend s boat for a day s sailing gets into difficulty and is rescued by barry
gorman their ensuing relationship results in a tumultous summer for hal as he
experiences the intense emotions of his first teenage love a major new movie
summer of 85 based on dance on my grave by groundbreaking french director
francois ozon was released in october 2020 to much acclaim deftly captures
the thrill of first love nme a sweet gay romance that gradually morphs into
something more suspenseful and macabre daily telegraph a film that will take
you back to your first summer love the gay uk

Breaktime & Dance on My Grave

2011-12-31
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ramon sosa a successful businessman and former pro boxer thought he had found
the perfect woman the devoted father of three committed to rebuilding his life
after his first divorce met maria de lourdes sosa aka lulu while out dancing at
a salsa club in houston texas she took his breath away they began a whirlwind
romance and married a year later shortly after the wedding lulu a once doting
and loving wife began to change she was now a u s citizen with her grandiose
sights set on the american dream for her and her children those plans no longer
included ramon she wanted it all the house the business and the money and she
would do everything in her power to get it including having ramon murdered i
walked on my own grave tells the harrowing story of how lulu after trying to
destroy ramon s life for months plotted with two hitmen to have her husband
killed her carefully orchestrated plan would have been successful were it not
for the quick thinking of a brave young man who ramon had once mentored little
did he know one day his prot�g� would return the favor by saving his life

I Walked on My Own Grave

2019-05-24

hal s summer affair with barry goldman ends tragically when hal discovers he is
much more committed to the relationship than his friend

Dance on My Grave

1986

a memoir and book of mourning a grandson s attempt to reconcile his own
uncontested citizenship with his grandfather s lifelong struggle a memoir and
book of mourning a grandson s attempt to reconcile his own uncontested
citizenship with his grandfather s lifelong struggle award winning poet brandon
shimoda has crafted a lyrical portrait of his paternal grandfather midori
shimoda whose life child migrant talented photographer suspected enemy alien
and spy desert wanderer american citizen mirrors the arc of japanese america in
the twentieth century in a series of pilgrimages shimoda records the search to
find his grandfather and unfolds in the process a moving elegy on memory and
forgetting praise for the grave on the wall shimoda brings his poetic lyricism to
this moving and elegant memoir the structure of which reflects the
fragmentation of memories it is at once wistful and devastating to see midori s
life come full circle in between is a life with tragedy love and the horrors
unleashed by the atomic bomb booklist starred review in a weaving meditation
brandon shimoda pens an elegant eulogy for his grandfather midori yet also for
the living we who survive on the margins of graveyards and rituals of our own
making karen tei yamashita author of letters to memory sometimes a work of
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art functions as a dream at other times a work of art functions as a conscience
in the tradition of juan rulfo s pedro p�ramo brandon shimoda s the grave on the
wall is both it is also the type of fragmented reckoning only america could
instigate myriam gurba author of mean within this haunted sepulcher built out
of silence loss and grief its walls shadowed by the traumas of racial
oppression and violence a green river lined with peach trees flows beneath a
bridge that leads back to the grandson jeffrey yang author of hey marfa poems
it is part dream part memory part forgetting part identity it is a remarkable
exploration of how citizenship is forged by the brutal us imperial forces through
slave labor forced detention indiscriminate bombing historical amnesia and wall
if someone asked me where are you from i would answer from the grave on the
wall don mee choi author of hardly war shimoda intercedes into the absences
gaps and interstices of the present and delves the presence of mystery this
mystery is part of each of us shimoda outlines that mystery in silence and
silhouette in objects left behind at site specific travels to japan and in the
disparate facts of his grandpa s fbi file gratitude to brandon shimoda for taking
on the mystery which only literature accepts as the basic challenge sesshu
foster author of city of the future shimoda is a mystic writer he puts what
breaches itself always onto the page so that the act of writing becomes akin
to paper making an attention to fibers coagulation texture and the water fire
mixtures that signal irreversible alteration or change he has written a book
that touches the bottom of my own soul bhanu kapil author of ban en banlieue
the grave on the wall is a passage of aching nostalgia and relentless assembly
out of which something more important than objective truth is conjured a ritual
frisson a veracity of spirit i am grateful to have traveled along trisha low the
believer

The Grave on the Wall

2018-07-23

half vampire catherine crawfield is going after the undead with a vengeance
hoping that one of those deadbeats is her father the guy responsible for ruining
her mother s life but when she s captured by bones a bounty hunter and a vampire
she finds herself forced into an unholy partnership in exchange for his help in
finding her father and still astonished she hasn t ended up as his dinner cat agrees
to train with the sexy night stalker until her battle reflexes are as sharp as his
fangs but that s not all bones has to show her cat s starting to believe maybe
vampires aren t all evil after all especially ones as cute as bones she s half
convinced that being half dead doesn t have to be all bad but before she can
enjoy her newfound status as confident kick ass demon hunter cat finds herself
and bones hotly pursued by a band of killers she s is going to have to pick a side
and fast
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Grass Will Not Grow on My Grave

2002

look out for summer of 85 the movie based on aidan chambers s 1982 novel
dance on my grave by leading french director francois ozon the film is an
opportunity to think about yourself to think about your life about your love
about your purpose but mostly i just want people to enjoy this story as much
as i did when i first discovered it francois ozon director a sweet gay romance
that gradually morphs into something more suspenseful and macabre daily
telegraph life in his seaside town is uneventful for hal robinson nothing unusual
exciting or odd ever happens to him until now that is until the summer of his
16th birthday when he reaches a crossroads of choices in life he foolishly takes
a friend s boat for a day s sailing gets into difficulty and is rescued by barry
gorman their ensuing relationship results in a tumultuous summer for hal as he
experiences the intense emotions of his first teenage love

Halfway to the Grave

2010-04-22

first grave on the right is the smashing award winning debut novel that
introduces charley davidson part time private investigator and full time grim
reaper charley sees dead people that s right she sees dead people and it s her job
to convince them to go into the light but when these very dead people have died
under less than ideal circumstances i e murder sometimes they want charley to
bring the bad guys to justice complicating matters are the intensely hot dreams
she s been having about an entity who has been following her all her life and it
turns out he might not be dead after all in fact he might be something else
entirely this is a thrilling debut novel from darynda jones an exciting newcomer
to the world of paranormal romantic suspense first grave on the right is the
winner of the 2012 rita award for best first book

Dance On My Grave

2010-09-30

half vampire cat crawfield is now special agent cat crawfield working for the
government to rid the world of the rogue undead she s still using everything
bones her sexy and dangerous ex taught her but when cat is targeted for
assassination the only man who can help her is the vampire she left behind being
around bones awakens all her emotions from the adrenaline rush of slaying
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vamps together side by side to the reckless passion that consumed them but
having a price on her head wanted dead or half alive means her survival depends
on teaming up with bones and no matter how hard cat tries to keep things
professional between them she ll find that desire lasts forever and bones won t
let her get away again

First Grave on the Right

2011-02-01

imagine if new york a lister nora ephron had a love child with america s most
loved comedic scribe david sedaris their spawn would be jill kargman the
bestselling novelist turned satirist and star of bravo s break out scripted
comedy odd mom out now kargman shares her razor sharp wit and backhanded
wisdom in a deeply observed and outrageously funny collection of musings lists
essays and outrages from the life affirming outlook she got from her death
obsessed family including the antithesis to her goth aesthetic ray of sunshine
sister in law drew barrymore to the appreciation for land and limbs she got from
swimming with sharks off the south african coast to the adrenaline pumping
experience that is a gay pride parade sprinkle glitter on my grave is a book about
life death and everything that happens in between that will both entertain and
inspire

One Foot in the Grave

2010-12-30

who could plot a murder better than a mystery writer at annie laurance s
death on demand bookstore on broward s rock island south carolina murder
most foul suddenly isn t confined to the well stocked shelves author elliot
morgan s abrupt demise during a weekly gathering of famous mystery writers
called the sunday night regulars is proof positive that a bloody sword is
sometimes mightier than a brilliant pen with annie is the unenviable position of
primary police suspect the pretty young mystery maven and her wealthy
paramour max darling embark on an investigation into a classic locked room
mystery with high stakes for failing to unmask a brutal and ingenious killer
could mean prison for ms laurance while success could mean her death
irresistible carolyn hart drops big names from the mystery world like murderers
drop clues and annie and max are the most endearing new pair of sleuths since
tommy and tuppence nancy pickard
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Sprinkle Glitter on My Grave

2016

abandoned in a department store as a baby thirteen year old tom mullen has been
shuffled from one rotten foster home to another his entire life when he hears
rumors that a mass grave has been unearthed on his school grounds he finds
himself inexplicably drawn to it the grave pulls tom down into its terrible
darkness and beyond where he discovers that he is no longer in liverpool in 1974
but in ireland in 1847 at the height of the potato famine a family named
monaghan takes him in and for the first time tom experiences what it is like to
have parents and siblings who care for one another but why has tom been
transported through time and space and why must the grave keep yanking him
back to his dreary lonely existence in liverpool most of all what does it mean
that the monaghan s son tully is practically tom s double

Death on Demand

2010-03-03

the shattering story of a dream which became a heartbreaking nightmare for one
of america s most famous ballerinas gelsey kirkland who chronicles her brilliant
start as a dancer with george balanchine her legendary partnership with mikhail
baryshnikov her agonizing descent into drugs and her struggles to rise again
photographs

The Grave

2002-03-01

hal s summer affair with barry goldman ends tragically when hal discovers he is
much more committed to the relationship than his friend

Dancing on My Grave

1992

in girl at the grave debut author teri bailey black unearths the long buried
secrets of a small 1850s new england town in this richly atmospheric gothic
tale of murder guilt redemption and finding love where least expected a mother
hanged for murder a daughter left to pick up the pieces of their crumbling estate
can she clear her family s name if it means facing her own dark past valentine has
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spent years trying to outrun her mother s legacy but small towns have long
memories and when a new string of murders occurs all signs point to the
daughter of a murderer only one person believes valentine is innocent rowan
blackshaw the son of the man her mother killed all those years ago valentine
vows to find the real killer but when she finally uncovers the horrifying truth
she must choose to face her own dark secrets even if it means losing rowan in
the end at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights
management software drm applied

Dance on My Grave

1982

stone brings his unique blend of bible knowledge prophecy and spiritual insight to
the topic in this comprehensive look at the afterlife he show what hell will be
like for those who depart this life without a salvation experience and discusses
the location and purpose of paradise the temporary home for christians who
have died

Girl at the Grave

2018-08-07

fiction in the tradition of karl may and franz kafka boris vian imagines an
american even more amazing that the land he has never visited i spit on your
graves is the first novel to put the quotation marks around the hardboiled
thriller a vivid and startling performance j hoberman the book is boris vian s
1920 1959 sex and violence filled homage to american noir originally published
in france as j rai cracher sur vos tombes after allegedly being censored in the u s
and translated into french the novel was no best seller establishing vian as one
of the most famous writers of the mid twentieth century

Secrets from Beyond the Grave

2010

why do some parents refuse to vaccinate their children why do some people keep
guns at home despite scientific evidence of risk to their family members and why do
people use antibiotics for illnesses they cannot possibly alleviate when it comes
to health many people insist that science is wrong that the evidence is
incomplete and that unidentified hazards lurk everywhere in denying to the grave
gorman and gorman a father daughter team explore the psychology of health
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science denial using several examples of such denial as test cases they propose
six key principles that may lead individuals to reject accepted health related
wisdom the charismatic leader fear of complexity confirmation bias and the
internet fear of corporate and government conspiracies causality and filling the
ignorance gap and the nature of risk prediction the authors argue that the
health sciences are especially vulnerable to our innate resistance to integrate
new concepts with pre existing beliefs this psychological difficulty of
incorporating new information is on the cutting edge of neuroscience research as
scientists continue to identify brain responses to new information that reveal
deep seated innate discomfort with changing our minds denying to the grave
explores risk theory and how people make decisions about what is best for them
and their loved ones in an effort to better understand how people think when
faced with significant health decisions this book points the way to a new and
important understanding of how science should be conveyed to the public in
order to save lives with existing knowledge and technology

I Spit on Your Graves

1998

a book to help children and adults dealing with the loss of a loved one
paperback the book was illustrated around the poem by mary elizabeth frye

Denying to the Grave

2017

up2u adventures where the ending is up2u dylan s creepy hobby is getting
gravestone rubbings from the old cemetery he thinks that one from dr naper
cedarville s own dr frankenstein would make a perfect addition to his history
project getting the rubbing is more difficult than dylan thought will he and his
history partner uncover the mystery of dr naper the ending is up2u so which
ending will you choose aligned to common core standards and correlated to
state standards calico is an imprint of magic wagon a division of abdo

Do Not Stand at My Grave and Weep

2012-04-02

after a heartbreaking tragedy six years ago hannah walker is struggling to pick
up the pieces of her life until a chance discovery tips her world upside down
again now her fragile existence is threatened by the unfolding mystery that seems
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to have everyone including the police clawing to understand it the truth is
about to come out but is it one she can bear to confront natasha campbell s
unhappy childhood has haunted her throughout her life her marriage to adam
was the one good decision she made but now even that is crumbling around her
and she will do whatever it takes to save it three people drawn together by a
crime three lives torn apart by the chilling consequences secrets cannot stay
buried for ever and when they re exposed the truth can be devastating

Beyond the Grave: An Up2U Mystery Adventure

2013-09-01

in the latest death on demand mystery from the new york times bestselling
author of don t go home book seller annie darling learns murder and money go
hand in hand annie s friend and fellow shop owner ves roundtree is a very
wealthy woman her rich brother entrusted her with his estate and upon her
death his fortune is to be divided several cash strapped islanders are in line to
collect life changing inheritances the problem is ves is very much alive ves hosts
a dinner for the prospective beneficiaries and feels a chill in the air that has
nothing to do with the wintry season not long after she suffers a bad fall that
was no accident everyone at the table had a motive but not a shred of evidence
was left behind when one of the suspects is found floating in the harbor and ves
disappears annie and her husband max spring into action to catch a calculating
killer before greed takes another life

Cry from the Grave

2013

let the wicked be ashamed and let them be silent in the grave these ominous words
are the last threat that sir edward grey receives from his killer before he can
show them to nicholas brisbane the private inquiry agent he has retained for his
protection he collapses and dies at his london home in the presence of his wife
julia and a roomful of dinner guests prepared to accept that edward s death
was due to a long standing physical infirmity julia is outraged when brisbane
visits and suggests that her husband was murdered it is a reaction she comes to
regret when she discovers damning evidence for herself and realizes the truth
determined to bring the murderer to justice julia engages the enigmatic brisbane to
help her investigate edward s demise dismissing his warnings that the
investigation will be difficult if not impossible julia presses forward following
a trail of clues that lead her to even more unpleasant truths and ever closer
to a killer who waits expectantly for her arrival
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Walking on My Grave

2017-05-02

a twelve year old grave thief gets caught up in a royal heist in this compelling
middle grade fantasy in the vein of kelley armstrong s a royal guide to monster
slaying twelve year old spade is a grave thief with his father and brother he
digs up the recently deceased to steal jewels the main form of trade in wyndhail
digging graves works for spade alone in the graveyard at night no one notices
his limp or calls him names he s headed for a lifetime of theft when his father
comes up with the audacious plan to rob a grave in the wyndhail castle
cemetery spade and his brother get caught in a royal trap and spade must find
the master of the woegan a deadly creature that is stalking the castle by night
along the way he meets ember the queen s niece and together they race to solve
the mystery of the legendary deepstones and their connection to the woegan the
queen a missing king and the mysterious pebble spade finds in the wyndhail
cemetery this is a fantastic story of friendship bravery grief and acceptance

Silent in the Grave

2010-01-01

winner of the 2022 pulitzer prize a compelling and important history that this
nation desperately needs to hear bryan stevenson new york times bestselling
author of just mercy and executive director of the equal justice initiative
chasing me to my grave presents the late artist winfred rembert s breathtaking
body of work alongside his story as told to tufts philosopher erin i kelly
rembert grew up in a family of georgia field laborers joined the civil rights
movement as a teenager survived a near lynching at the hands of law
enforcement and spent seven years on chain gangs there he learned the leather
tooling skills that became the bedrock of his autobiographical paintings years
later encouraged by his wife patsy rembert brought his past to vibrant life in
scenes of joy and terror from the promise of southern black commerce to the
brutality of chain gang labor vivid confrontational revelatory and complex
chasing me to my grave is a searing memoir in prose and painted leather that
celebrates black life and summons readers to confront painful and urgent
realities at the heart of american society booklist 1 nonfiction book of the year
african american literary book club aalbc 1 nonfiction bestseller named a best
book of the year by npr publishers weekly bookpage barnes noble hudson
booksellers artnews and more amazon editors pick carnegie medal of excellence
longlist
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The Grave Thief

2022-03-01

look out for the original series starring peyton list brent rivera liana liberato
ajiona alexus and dylan sprayberry now streaming on hulu mckenna s mission to
save her friends from their predicted deaths concludes in the third and final
installment in the light as a feather series that is riverdale meets the chilling
adventures of sabrina it s not a game anymore mckenna has managed to rid violet
of the curse claiming the lives of so many in willow wisconsin but evil still
plagues the town mckenna s friend mischa now carries the curse and when it
comes for her family she pledges revenge on those she deems responsible for their
deaths including mckenna and everyone she holds dear

Let the Mountains Be My Grave

2022-05-17

the dawning of peace in northern ireland has not brought with it much truth
about what happened during the long war very few of the paramilitary leaders
on either side have ever spoken candidly about their role in that bloody conflict
but here in a dramatic break with the unwritten laws of paramilitary omert�
two leading figures from opposing sides reveal their involvement in bombings
shootings and killings and speak frankly about how differently their wars came
to an end brendan hughes was a legend in the republican movement an operator a
gun runner and mastermind of some of the most savage ira violence of the
troubles he was a friend and close ally of gerry adams and was by his side
during the most brutal years of the conflict david ervine was the most
substantial political figure to emerge from the world of loyalist paramilitaries
a former ulster volunteer force bomber and confidante of its long time leader
gusty spence ervine helped steer loyalism s gunmen towards peace persuading the
uvf s leaders to target ira and sinn fein activists and push them down the road
to a ceasefire in extensive interviews given to researchers from boston college
on condition that their stories be kept secret until after their deaths these men
spoke with astonishing openness about their turbulent violent lives now their
stories have been woven into a vivid narrative which provides compelling insight
into a secret world and events long hidden from history voices from the grave is
the inaugural publication of the boston college ira uvf oral history project of
which professor thomas e hachey and dr robert o neill are the general editors
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Chasing Me to My Grave

2021-09-07

my head is spinning i couldn t figure out who was out for revenge my ebook froze
as i quickly tried to turn the pages could not put it down don t want to give
anything away but don t miss this book goodreads reviewer it s a sleepy morning
in the leafy town of oakhurst when jo finds britney s body on a running trail she
stares into the girl s blue eyes as she gently lifts her off the ground and finds a
tarot card a few days ago detective jo fournier stood in the middle of the local
college looking at a truly horrifying scene a well respected staff member
murdered in his office and it was there that jo met britney a smart and pretty
student in the same department who was utterly distraught about the killing
one thought is now racing through jo s mind who would want to kill them both
when another body turns up inside a cabin in the woods jo is the only person who
can see the link between the murders the killer left a tarot card with all three
bodies she desperately wants to stop the killing before anyone else dies jo knows
how it feels to lose someone you love her failure to protect her fianc� on the
night he was murdered has always haunted her as the body count rises no one
else will take jo s theory seriously she s absolutely sure that the cards are
the clue that will break this entire case wide open and lead them to the person
who has stolen so many innocent lives but she s out on her own can jo track
down the dangerous killer or will they find her first from usa today bestseller
m m chouinard taken to the grave is a completely addictive detective thriller
that will keep you guessing into the early hours of the morning if you love
kendra elliot melinda leigh and lisa regan you ll be utterly gripped everyone is
utterly addicted to taken to the grave keeping you enthralled and on the edge of
your seat till the final page like a pressure cooker that keeps building up as you
wait for the explosion chock full of mystery and suspense with twists and
turns at every corner a reveal that will knock your socks off once upon a time
book blog omg what a great lead character i did not figure out the true bad
guy until the end netgalley reviewer amazing gripping and suspenseful five stars
from me jo fournier is one of the greatest characters ever written netgalley
reviewer if you haven t already added this to your series lists do it now highly
recommend it it s full of twists and turns red herrings you will be left guessing
everything you want in a book goodreads reviewer i could not stop turning the
pages of this book i wasn t able to figure out who the killer was fireflies and
free kicks book reviews a gripping and intense thriller fast paced and will keep
you up well into the evening sinfully wicked book reviews
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Silent as the Grave

2020-09-29

positively tailor made for reading or reading aloud by flashlight declares kirkus
reviews in a starred review the phenomenally versatile award winning author
candace fleming gives teen and older tween readers ten ghost stories sure to
send chills up their spines set in white cemetery an actual graveyard outside
chicago each story takes place during a different time period from the 1860s to
the present and ends with the narrator s death some teens die heroically others
ironically but all due to supernatural causes readers will meet walking
corpses and witness demonic posession all against the backdrop of chicago s
rich history the great depression the world s fair al capone and his fellow
gangsters

Voices from the Grave

2010-06-01

in secrets to the grave tami hoag the sunday times bestselling author of a thin
dark line returns with the second serial killer thriller in the oak knoll series
starring fbi profiler vince leone a mother is murdered a child s heart is broken
only one woman can uncover the truth a woman lies on her kitchen floor
lacerated and naked a four year old girl rests her head on the woman s bloody
shoulder a whisper hangs in the air my daddy hurt my mummy with a clue like that
finding the perpetrator should be easy but nobody knows who haley s daddy is
and she won t say a word about it anne leone a child advocate realises that
unravelling the child s secrets will be difficult but no one knows just how
difficult as fbi profiler vince leone begins to build up a picture of the killer he has
one huge problem despite being well known in her small town haley s mother seems
never to have officially existed new york times bestseller tami hoag takes the
reader behind the picket fences of small town america she finds the most gruesome
killers and twisted predators gripping to the end and full of tension and
suspense watch out for the next title in the fbi profiler vince leone series down
the darkest road

Taken to the Grave

2019-09-19

building work in an expanding reykjav�k uncovers a shallow grave years before
this part of the city was all open hills and erlendur and his team hope this is a
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typical icelandic missing person scenario perhaps someone once lost in the snow
who has lain peacefully buried for decades things are never that simple whilst
erlendur struggles to hold together the crumbling fragments of his own family
his case unearths many other tales of family pain the hills have more than one
tragic story to tell tales of failed relationships and heartbreak of anger
domestic violence and fear of family loyalty and family shame few people are
still alive who can tell the story but even secrets taken to the grave cannot
remain hidden forever winner of the cwa gold dagger

On the Day I Died

2012-07-10

Secrets to the Grave

2011-01-06

Silence of the Grave

2008-12-26
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